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Patient Safety Learning Series

Topic: How Do You Classify Medication Events?
In this edition of Clarity PSO’s Patient Safety Learning Series, once again we turn our attention to
medications. Through our continued deep-dive analyses of safety event data, we find that despite the
growing use of Common Formats, there still widespread variations in how we interpret and categorize
certain elements of a medication safety event. Part of the challenge is that it is difficult to take the time
to build consensus regarding what each part of the report is attempting to address. Your event reporting
system should be your workflow, from initial submission, to follow through, to final actions and change
implementation. In the PSO world, we receive data from all types of providers and we know first-hand
the challenge of large-data aggregation. In our analyses, we clearly see that even within a single
organization there are often discrepancies in how certain elements of an event (in this case medication
events) are classified. This report is intended to provide insights into how we may better understand and
more clearly document medication safety events.
The report highlights two common areas of medication reporting:



ERROR ORIGINATION
INCORRECT ACTION

Error Origination is an area of medication event reporting that is outlined in various error reporting
taxonomies, including the AHRQ Common Formats. The general question and definition are intended to
describe where the error originated, just as the name would suggest. In the AHRQ Common Format
question and answer options, it is identified in the circumstances of the event, and is worded as such:
“Stage of process where the event originated, regardless of the stage at which it was discovered”









Purchasing
Storing
Prescribing/Ordering
Transcribing
Preparing
Dispensing
Administering
Monitoring

Two important elements to the classifying and documenting of medication events include:



The origination point of the event/error itself
The circumstances and/or the incorrect actions of the event itself

As an example, if there was an error involving a Dosing issue during Administration (the most common
type of origination circumstance reported), then one might document that the origination of the error
was at the Administering stage. However, a different nurse, perhaps even in the same department,
might document the origination of the error to be at the Dispensing stage because she/he dispensed the
wrong dose. Or perhaps pharmacy incorrectly filled the dispensing machine, in which case another nurse
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might document the origination stage as Preparing. The lesson here is that things are rarely cut-and-dry,
and descriptions of events and error pathways play a role in how the event is reported and documented.
Incorrect Action is another common element of medication safety event reporting that shows up in the
AHRQ Common Format templates. The category is intended to identify the specifics of the error and to
allow for drilling down into the factors associated with the error. In the “Medication” Common Format,
Incorrect Actions are identified in the “Processes of Care” portion of the event report and are worded as
such:
“Events with incorrect action”


















Incorrect patient
Incorrect medication/substance
Incorrect dose
Incorrect route of administration
Incorrect timing
Incorrect rate
Incorrect duration of administration or course of therapy
Incorrect dosage form
Incorrect strength or concentration
Incorrect preparation, including inappropriate cutting of tablets, error in compounding,
mixing, etc.
Expired or deteriorated medication/substance
Medication or substance that is known to be an allergen to the patient
Medication or substance that is known to be contraindicated for the patient
Drug-drug
Drug-food
Drug-disease
Incorrect patient or family action (e.g., self-administration error)

Even more complex than the origination stage element, the incorrect actions can be tricky to document,
and often times we see multiple options associated with one error. For example, assuming the same
scenario as above, if there was an error involving a Dosing-related issue during Administration, one
might categorize the incorrect action as clearly being dose related. But it is also conceivable that the
event included a different concentration which led to the dosing issue, and so another nurse/provider
may include strength or concentration as part of the incorrect action. There may also be a component
that involved the rate, if IV route was used, or timing, if the medication was given too early. As noted
above, it is critical to understand the circumstances of the event.
This is why it is important to try to gain consensus among all those potentially involved as to how events
need to be classified when considering the origination point and incorrect action of the event being
submitted. To assist in this consensus building, one might ask the following questions persistently when
documenting the nature of an event:
1. What was the result to the patient?
2. What was the key process that either failed or was not carried out correctly?
(For example, was it the dose, or the timing, or the concentration? There can be many
contributors, but what is the circumstance of the event?)
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3. What was the workflow that led up to the error?
Let’s take a look at a small sample of data when filtered for Origination Stage and Incorrect Actions:
Incorrect Action(s)
Act of Omission
Act of Omission, Incorrect dose(s)
Act of Omission, Incorrect medication/substance
Act of Omission, Incorrect strength or concentration
Act of Omission, Incorrect timing
Act of Omission, Other
Duplicate therapy
Expired or deteriorated medication/substance
Extra dose
Frequency
Frequency, Incorrect duration of administration or
course of therapy
Frequency, Other
Incorrect dosage form (e.g., sustained release instead
of immediate release)
Incorrect dose(s)
Incorrect dose(s), Frequency
Incorrect dose(s), Incorrect preparation, including
inappropriate cutting of tablets, error in
compounding, mixing, etc.
Incorrect dose(s), Incorrect rate
Incorrect dose(s), Incorrect rate, Other
Incorrect dose(s), Incorrect route of administration
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understood. Collecting errors in a common way allows for more relevant comparisons across likeproviders in order to identify best practices and opportunities.
After data are reviewed, cleaned, and scrubbed, we can begin to make sense of what’s been reported.

When we review medication events that are classified correctly, we can identify the frequency of error
origination points as well as the types of incorrect actions. The graphs above show that in the aggregate,
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the organization would be best served initially to focus on development or refinement of fail-safes at the
administration point, and perhaps also at the dosing point. In this case, with our efforts at analysis, the
story becomes somewhat clearer, but it also illustrates just how subjective the attempt to classify
reported data can be.

RESOURCES


AHRQ Common Formats. https://www.pso.ahrq.gov/common



NCC MERP Medication Error Reporting and Prevention. http://www.nccmerp.org/taxonomy-medicationerrors-now-available
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